
Equipped with ultramodern technology, NECS
fabricates and builds each Guardian warm roof in the

workshop before they are flat-packed and delivered to
site. As a result of this meticulous detail, installers
can efficiently fit the Guardian warm roof
in half the time of other
conservatory replacement
systems according to a
spokesman.

The company claims that its warm roof system is a fast-
install conservatory roof replacement system that has very
few structural components. “The prefabricated
aluminium frame is lighter and stronger than wood frame
systems and does not require specialist tooling for
installation’s, says a Guardian spokesman.
Through years of development, the Guardian has

designed its warm roof to have minimal installation steps
which, it claims, reduces error margins and improves
quality.The system is tested by the BRE and is building
regulation compliant for both new builds and
refurbishments.
Throughout the fabrication process, NECS utilises

software and fabrication tools provided by Guardian
Building Systems.This enables pre-cutting and structure

mapping of the roof This
technology helps ensure
that the material sent
to site is unpacked in
the correct order for
installation. For
instance, Guardian
slates are uniquely
pre-cut and coded for
each roof, and then
are packed in order.
Ray Button, NECS
production manager,
says: “When building
the Guardian warm
roof in the workshop,
we pre-cut the
insulation panels, so
that our installers
don’t need to measure
and cut each piece

before installation.This
saves time on site and reduces material waste. Overall,
when it comes to installing a standard Guardian warm
roofs with these methods you can expect to save a least an
hour on site.
“The NECS network creates unmatched opportunities

for fenestration installers in the North-East and other
areas in the UK.When you join as a certified Guardian
warm roof installer, you will receive full system and sales
training and building control approval for each project.
Also, thanks to the smart fabrication processes at NECS,
you can install a typical Guardian warm roof in as little as
two days. Meaning your customers can get back to
enjoying their conservatory sooner and you can plan more
jobs in advance.” �
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Pre-fab warmth
Established in 2007, the NECS building group is the largest certified Guardian warm roof fabricator
in the UK
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